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Quick police save Dozier, 
abducted by Red Brigade 
PADUA, Italy (AP) - Police com- 
mandos stormed a second-floor apart- 
ment and rescued kidnapped 
American general James Dozier from 
under the guns of his Red Brigade 
kidnappers yesterday in a "textbook" 
operation that dealt a stunning blow 
to Italy's feared leftist terrorist gang. 
The raiders smashed down the door 
of the "people's prison" and pounced 
on a gunman pointing a pistol at the 
U.S. Army officer's head, Italian au- 
thorities reported. 
"If they hadn't been so fast, the 
story would have had a different 
ending," Interior Minister Virginio 
Rognonisaid. 
FIVE SUSPECTS, three men and 
two women, were seized in the apart- 
ment, in a student-populated area of 
this northern Italian industrial town. 
No shots were fired, but one of the 
suspects was treated at a hospital for 
cuts on the head suffered in a scuffle 
with the commandos, police and hos- 
pital officials said. 
The lightning raid ended a 42-day 
ordeal for Brig. Gen. Dozier, 50, who 
is the highest-ranking American at 
the NATO base in Verona, 40 miles 
west of here. 
Dozier, found bound, gagged, in 
stocking feet and a blue warm-up suit, 
was whisked off to Padua police head- 
Suarters and then to a hospital at a 
ATO base in nearby Vicenza for 
examination. Officers there said the 
first thing he asked for was a barber, 
who shaved off six weeks' growth of 
beard. 
"I never lost hope of being freed," 
he was quoted as saying. 
I 
IN WASHINGTON, President Rea- 
gan was awakened at 6:50 a.m. EST 
yesterday and told of the rescue. "A 
.ot of prayers have been answered. 
It's difficult to express gratitude to all 
those who assisted in his release," an 
aide quoted the president as saying. 
"We won one. It is very, very 
good," said U.S. Secretary of State 
Alexander Haig Jr., on an official 
visit to Egypt. 
It was the first kidnapping of a non- 
Italian by the Red Brigades in their 
decade of hit-and-run attacks on in- 
dustrialists, judges, journalists and 
politicians. Both Italian officials and 
the terrorists themselves said the 
abduction was a "quantum leap" in 
the attacks by the Red Brigades, who 
in 1978 kidnapped and murdered for- 
mer Premier Aldo Moro. 
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A high tempeiature of 36 dagraas Thursday caused much of the ice 
and mow that had accumulated to melt. Students were forced to 
dodge puddlea on their treks to and from class. 
Hijackers 
deal, free 
hostages 
CALI, Colombia (AP) - Seven heav- 
ily armed leftist guerrillas struck a 
deal with the army yesterday and 
freed 74 hostages they had held on a 
hijacked airliner before flying to the 
Caribbean island of San Andres In a 
small jet provided by a Colombian 
millionaire, authorities reported. 
The plane's destination from the 
Colombian island was not known. San 
Andres is about 500 miles north of the 
Colombian port city of Barranquilla 
and about 275 miles east of Nicara- 
gua. 
The guerrillas took none of the 121 
other people who had been aboard the 
Colombian jetliner when they hi- jacked it Wednesday, according to an 
official communique from the office 
of President Julio Cesar Turbay 
Ayala in Bogota. 
The eight-seat executive jet that 
took the guerrillas to San Andres from 
the southwestern Colombian city of 
Cali belonged to Carlos Ardila, a 
Colombian textile magnate and mil- 
lionaire, the government commu- 
nique said. 
THE ARMY ALSO gave the guerril- 
las flight maps for all of Central 
America and the Caribbean, and 
there was speculation the hijackers 
might head to Cuba, about 800 miles 
northeast of Cali, or about 90 minutes 
flying time. 
The guerrillas hijacked the airliner, 
an Aerotal airlines Boeing 727, 
Wednesday after taking off from the 
capital of Bogota with 115 other pas- 
sengers and six crew members 
aboard. 
The guerrillas forced the plane to 
land at the Cali airport, and released 
47 passengers Wednesday night, in- 
cluding John Archolecas, of Deerfield 
Beach, Fla. 
Archolecas told The Associated 
Press in a telephone interview that he 
saw another man with an American 
passport aboard the Boeing plane, but 
did not know who it was. 
Archolecas said there were six men 
and one woman in the guerrilla hijack 
squad and that they were armed with 
pistols, grenades and plastic explo- 
sives. The hijackers threatened seve- 
ral times to blow up the plane with all 
the passengers ana crewmembers on 
it, according to taped conversations 
between the guerrillas and airport 
authorities. 
Right-to-lifers explain opinions on issue of abortion 
Editor's note: This is the second in a 
three part series on abortion. This 
part deals with pro-life arguments. 
by Linda Perez 
News staff reporter 
Believers in the pro-life movement 
say that life begins at conception. 
They argue that abortion is murder of 
the unborn child. 
One pro-lifer calls abortion the 
greatest child abuse of all. 
"It's the killing of your own child," 
Judy Hoffbauer, president of Bowling 
Green's Students for Life, said. 
"We cannot take issues of unwant- 
edness, handicaps, or child abuse to 
rationalize abortion because we're 
not giving the unborn child a chance. 
No one can judge whether he'll be 
happy or not, or what he'll contribute 
to society,"she said. 
HOFFBAUER SAID many of our 
society's problems, including the 
number of rapes, child abuse cases, 
and illegitimate births, increased in- 
stead of being decreased, after the 
legalization of abortion. Hoffbauer 
said prc-choicers primary concern Is 
their individual rights. 
The main purpose of Students for 
Life is to educate women on prenatal 
life, Hoffbauer said, quick to em- 
phasize that the group has no political 
involvements. 
While she maintains a woman has 
the right to control her reproductive 
processes, Hoffbauer does not take a 
stand on birth control. She said it's a 
personal decision. 
Hoffbauer is confident abortion will 
be delegalized someday. 
"IF I DIDNT I wouldn't be work- 
ing on this aspect of it," she said. 
Sister Pat Schnapp, campus min- 
ister at St. Thomas More University 
Parish, said she adopts the Catholic 
Church's view of abortion as murder, 
but she is not sure whether a person 
must have faith in God to respect "all 
forms of life." 
"We're offended when we seepeo- 
Sle go into a garden and pull up 
owers," she said."I think people 
would be offended if others accused 
them of having a greater respect for 
Elant and animal life than human 
fe." 
Catholic women who have had abor- 
tions are not excommunicated from 
the Church, she said. 
SHE DISAGREES with the Pope's 
opposition to birth control, citing 
many bishops, as well as Catholic 
laypersons, support birth control. 
The only way we'll solve many 
i social problems is when we put into 
women's hands the knowledge and the 
Student finds America positive experience 
by Tracy Collins 
managing editor 
Tracy Livesey has a special fond- 
ness for rainbows, such as the one her 
plane flew through just before landing 
in Montreal earlier this month. The 
plane brought Livesey on her first journey to North America, as part of 
an exchange program at the univer- 
sity. The rainbow was ominous of 
what she has found in the United 
States, she says. 
"I looked for the pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow, but there was 
none," Livesey says. "America has 
been my pot of gold, though." 
Livesey, from Middlesborough, En- 
eid, is one of three exchange stu- 
ts from the Chelsea College of 
Physical Education who are working 
In their majors at the University. 
SHE HAS spent the first four weeks 
of her stay in wonder of things most 
Americans consider trivial. Spending 
little time to rest ("I've only got 10 
weeks, haven't I?"), Livesey is get- 
tingas much of America as she can. 
'There are so many things to do 
here, and so many people," she says. 
"My college has only about 300 peo- 
ple, so this is quite a difference. 
Everyone that I've met here seems to 
be so nice - and it's genuine. It's 
marvelous. 
Livesey trains with the University's 
•varsity volleyball team, at 6:30 a.m. 
twice a week. The friends she has 
made on the team have helped famil- 
iarize her with American customs and 
terminology, such as "pigging out" 
and "getting wasted." 
"I went to see my first American 
basketball game, and I hope to see my 
first hockey game, If I can ever get a 
ticket," Livesey says. "The basket- 
ball team is so exciting here - I don't 
think 111 miss another nome game, if 
lean." 
Livesey's list of "firsts" include 
bagels, tacos, ice skating, sub-zero 
weather and pumpkin pie. 
"I WENT home to a friend's house, 
and they couldn't believe I hadn't had 
pumpkin pie. They asked me what I 
had on Thanksgiving, but I didn't 
know what Thanksgiving was," she 
says, laughing. 
But Livesey is familiar with some of 
the finer points of college living, such 
as "having a lager (beer)" and "hav- 
ing a late sleep/' She is still trying to 
acquire a taste for American rock 
music, favoring the Beatles, Barbara 
Streisand and two British new wave 
groups, Soft 
continued on page 6 Tracy Livesey 
means of preventing unwanted preg- 
nancies," Schnapp said. 
Although she allows for abortions in 
"extreme cases", Schnapp said the 
legalization of abortion has alienated 
many women opposed to abortion, 
from the feminist movement. 
"A feminist is anyone who is op- 
posed to sexual discrimination," 
Schnapp said. "It (legal abortion) is 
really a pretty unfortunate thing that 
happened to the women's 
movement." 
continued on page 3 
Inside 
5 An appeal to reverse a 
court decision prevent- 
ing a new bar from 
opening in B.G. was entered 
yesterday by Douglas Valen- 
tine, owner of the property. 
6 Fourteen measures to 
save money at the Uni- 
versity were announced 
by Dr. Michael Ferrari, in- 
terim president. 
8 Bowling Green's bas- 
ketball star, senior co- 
captain Marcus New- 
bern, is having his finest sea- 
son ever. 
Weather 
Clear. High near 40, low in 
the mid to upper 30s. Chance 
of precipitation 60 percent. 
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Opinion 
Rhodes employs scare Policy taxes graduate assistants 
tactics in budget issue 
/"Vnce again our state government has swung its red- 
v/tipped axe at an already tilting tree-education. 
Although Governor James Rhodes has not yet made his 
threatened cuts, he has inclined himself to use scare 
tactics to get his budget message across. 
First the state claims that education funding must be 
cut to balance the state budget which is $1 billion in the 
red. After striking fear of drastic cuts into education 
administrators, Rhodes decided to wait until the end of the 
month to make any final decisions, possibly because of 
potential backlash from school administrators and voters. 
Then Rhodes stated that he really does not want to cut 
back on education and will try diligently to find other 
areas to cut. 
Year after year the state uses education as a scapegoat 
for the budget problems. This year has proven to be no 
different. Apparently elected officals see education as one 
of the frills that can have its quality cut and still satisfy 
Ohioans. 
Such an attitude and past cuts may explain why many 
secondary and elementary schools in this state are little 
more than babysitting services. This also explains why 
music, the arts and, in some cases, sports are cut from 
school curriculums. 
It is time that Rhodes and his aides figure out education 
cannot take the lump of their mistakes and misfiguring. 
Voters should now take note of how the state is operating 
and then in November select a governor who does not view 
education in such a dim light. 
Students explain ROTC's 
actual objectives, ideas 
Focus 
Samuel Beloff      Jeffrey M  Buck 
Ekfon R Golden, Jr. 
University Students 
In response to Mr. Steven F. Ar- 
nold's letter on January 21,1982, there 
are some points we would like to bring 
to your attention: 
1. According to your article, you 
ask, "...Why is it, that in times when 
loans and grants are few and far 
between that the campus R.O.T.C. 
seems to take care of any financial 
worries that a student my nave...." 
We would like to state that it is 
obvious that your misconception 
about this over-abundance of money 
is just that, a misconception. Had you 
bothered to investigate the R.O.T.C. 
organization and its people, you would 
find that most of us are in consider- 
able debt and have to work at jobs (as 
well as take out loans) just like every- 
one else to pay our way through 
college. 
There are those that do have schol- 
arships, though. These people have to 
meet tough standards, both physi- 
cally and academically. In addition, 
scholarships do not cover all college 
expenses (i.e. room and board), al- 
though they do cover a large percent- 
age. Also, not everyone who 
volunteers from off the streets is 
accepted. The R.O.T.C. organization 
is very selective. 
2. As to your view that this adminis- 
tration is cutting back on social funds 
and adding "billions" 6f dollars to its 
defenses, we would like to quote Sir 
John Slessor, Air Marshall for the 
United Kingdom during the crucial 
days of World War II, 
"It is customary in democratic 
countries to deplore expenditures on 
armaments as conflicting with the 
requirements of the social services. 
There is a tendency to forget that the 
most important social service a gov- 
ernment can do for its people is to 
keep them alive and free." 
We are sure that if you took a look at 
the figures denoting the Soviet build- 
up of their war machine, you would be 
surprised. If America were to stop 
funding her national defense, then we 
suggest that you acquire a taste for 
vodka. 
3. If all those who preach peace are 
considered "Communists", then why 
is it that American's military is cen- 
tered around nonbelligerency and de- 
fense? 
If you will take note, that funny five- 
sided structure in Washington is 
called the Department of Defense, not 
the Department of Offense. 
In conclusion, we would like you to 
know that we want peace just as much 
as you do, but we believe in taking a 
more realistic veiw of the world. We 
cannot erase what has already been ■ 
done, but we can work to try and 
remove the dangers that exist, for we 
cannot forget the atrocities that took 
place in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, 
Afghanistan, and Poland. 
Editor's note: This column was 
signed by 27 additional people, bat 
due to space limitations, we could not 
print all of the names. 
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The policy of the Graduate College 
concerning the tax status of graduate 
assistants and teaching fellows is 
misleading at best. According to the 
Graduate Dean's letter of January 11 
to all graduate assistants and teach- 
ing fellows, the stipends received for 
research or teaching and research 
apprenticeships required for the com- 
pletion of degree requirements." 
Section 1.117-2, part a, paragraphs 1 
and 2 of the Federal Tax Code states 
that those people receiving payment 
for teaching, research, or other serv- 
ices, are considered part-time em- 
Cees. Their income, therefore, is 
ble, unless all candidates for a 
particular degree are performing this 
work as a condition to receiving the 
degree. 
Besides being misleading, Dean 
Herberlein's letter reinforces the ste- 
reotype of graduate assistants as un- 
derlings and being in positions of little 
responsibility. Specifically, the letter 
states, "Graduate assistants and fel- 
lows usually assist faculty in either 
research or in the teaching of 
courses. In fact, graduate assistants 
and teaching fellows often have full 
responsibility for the structure, teach- 
ing, and evaluation of their courses, 
and/or their research activities. 
Some assistants and fellows teach as 
many as four sections of a course in a 
quarter, and some are responsible for 
teaching two different courses in the 
same quarter. 
In a letter accompanying the Grad- 
uate Dean's memorandum, which in- 
dicates it was sent from the Graduate 
Students Senate Welfare Committee, 
this misleading interpretation of the 
tax code is continued, and assistants 
are given a sample 1040 form to show 
them how to claim non-taxable status. 
Neither myself nor anyone on the 
Welfare Committee saw this letter 
before it was released, and we dis- 
agree with that reading of the tax 
Focus 
Doug Cline 
Co-Chair., Graduate Student 
Senate Welfare Committee 
code. 
I might add that our reading has 
been confirmed by a legal opinion. 
There have, in the past, been several 
graduate assistants who were audi- 
ted. Because they claimed their sti- 
pend as non-taxable, as suggested by 
the above-mentioned memorandums, 
they were forced to pay back taxes. I 
advise all graduate students on con- 
tract to be careful when filling out 
their 1981 tax returns, and bear the 
above information in mind. 
Finally, I must ask the Graduate 
College what is the status of graduate 
assistant and teaching fellows? 
According to the Federal Tax Code, 
these students are employees of the 
University. 
I feel that it is time that the Grad- 
uate College recognize graduate as- 
sistants and teaching fellows as 
responsible and important members 
of this community. This minimization 
of the importance of graduate assis- 
tants and teachingfellows is reflected 
by the Graduate Dean's non-recogni- 
tion of these students as employees, 
as clearly defined in the Federal Tax 
Code. 
Letters. 
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Washington trip not 
broadening experience 
Faith Marshals, in her breathless 
account of Washington, D.C. ("Wash- 
ington is more than just politics," 
January 26), claims "living in such a 
cosmopolitan environment forced me 
to broaden my midwestem perspec- 
tives and adapt to many inherent 
aspects of living in Washington." The 
clumsy prose aside, I'm moved to 
remark, really, I don't see how. 
Remember where she stayed for 
three months, managing as other 
Washingtonians do to avoid tourists 
like herself? By her own inadvertent 
admission, in a "Primarily white" 
and "affluent residential area." Lest 
anyone forget, she went to a "private 
school of about 12.000 students," 
many of whom, she is quick to add, 
were "definitely not American." (As 
for what they were, well, something 
or other, right?) As for Hodding Car- 
ter, the former Polish ambassador 
ana the "East Coast, upper class, 
Jewish" students-why, how marvel- 
ously exotic! 
Still, although Ms. Marshaus, fear- 
ing for her life, missed three-fourths 
of the city, she did watch planes land, 
evacuate her dormitory, ride on a 
subway, admire people in Mercedes, 
and read Post stories about Nancy 
Reagan's designer gowns. I suppose I, 
too, would have to be coerced "to 
broaden" my perspectives this way. 
But why complain? She finally says 
there is more to Washington "than 
politics and monuments. But it's 
clear Ms. Marshaus isn't the one to 
ask about that. 
David Farkaa 
203R South M.pl. 
Reagan becomes 
next Richard Nixon 
Three cheers for Nixon, he's back. 
As I was listening to the State of the 
Union message Tuesday night I heard 
him. 
Thinking back, I can still picture his 
opponents' views suddenly trans- 
formed after what turned out to be not 
so private talks. I can see him, fiery 
with patriotism as he spoke of the 
atness of America while the Cuya- 
ga River burned. I can see him 
...ddled in the hub of his family, alive 
with love for all, as he fought for the 
right to put carcinogens in Ameri- 
can's food. 
Listening last night, I heard him as 
he expounded the greatness of Amer- 
ica while eliminating the departments 
of energy and education. I heard his 
love ringing off the walls with ap- 
plause as he announced the "modifi- 
cation" of environmental controls. 
I beard all the lies and half-truths 
I've heard before, but for the first 
time I could feel them. As I was filling 
out my tax forms in anticipation of 
my "tax cut," I realized my taxes 
increased 25 percent! I had to see if 
my worst fears were true. No doubt. 
The less you made last year, the 
greater the tax increase. 
It's true, Richard Milhouse Reagan 
isn't "turning his back on the poor," 
he's holding his hand out for more. 
Jim Griffin 
409 Johnston Hall 
References toward 
men too general 
This letter is in response to the 
January 26, 1982 Women in Focus, 
"Pulling Train: An Accepted Prac- 
tice." 
Miss Eisbrouch, in your article you 
have the Webster's dictionary as defi- 
ning sexism as "prejudice or discrim- 
ination against women." I believe 
that you should get an updated or 
larger copy of good, old Websters and 
take a look at the whole definition. It 
says prejudice or discrimation based 
on sex; esp: discrimination against 
women. 
In your article you have been much 
too general in your references to men. 
This is clearly shown in your 
statement that begins, "Women can 
not be seen as fully human beings if 
the people In power—men-con- 
tinue...." This statement is so open 
thatyouhave included me; in fact you 
have called me a sexist. I do not view 
women as being one dimensional; I do 
not evaluate women solely on their 
sexuality: I do not condone gang 
rapes and I do not like it being implied 
that I do. 
KELLY 
This may come as a surprise to you, 
Miss Eisbrouch, but there are many 
men who are as much in favor of 
sexual equality and the elimination of 
sexual stereotypes as you are. By 
proclaiming that all men are sexists, 
you have fallen into your own words. 
Please, Miss Eisbrouch, practice 
what you preach. 
Jamas Stahl 
Commuter Studant 
Right to decide more 
important than issue 
The more I hear debate on the 
abortion issue, the more I believe that 
no one side is completely right, and 
that there is no definitive answer that 
will satisfy everyone. Each side is so 
committed to their position and so 
convinced they are right, that it has 
been made clear to me that one solu- 
tion would be to let people decide for 
themselves. This IS a free country! 
Although I believe in letting a 
woman decide how she will handle 
pregnancy, I hope she would have the 
intelligence ana sense of responsibil- 
ity to realize the ramifications of her 
situation. The abortion issue, as it 
applies to an individual's decision, is 
one of "damned if you do, damned if 
you don't." 
Along with the right to decide, then, 
is the responsibility to be educated on 
the subject. Sex education on all as- 
pects of sexuality is needed in order to 
secure this end, and to help women 
and men to make an educated deci- 
sion, before and after pregnancy oc- 
curs. The best place for sex 
education, of course, is the home, but 
the schools can help supply the de- 
tails. 
I wish I could get involved with the 
sex education, which is constructive, 
instead of the protesting and 
mudslinging between the pro-chioce 
and pro-life parties. I am not power- 
less, though; I can and do vote, and I 
vote for freedom. 
Judi Massina Moroaa 
On-campua mailbox 6598 
Lot by Library should 
be open for everyone 
Last Wednesday night (after load- 
ing down the car with the 48 lbs. of 
books that most graduate students 
seem to carry with them) I set out to 
drop my husband off at the main 
library. Here's where the problem 
begins. Had we been going to see the 
basketball game, we could have en- 
tered the library parking lot and gone 
our merry way. (Three cheers for 
athletics!) However, since we were 
only going to the Library we were not 
even allowed to enter the parking lot. 
(Big deal-academics!) We weren't 
even going to park the car! 
Since when should a college turn 
away students to make room for 
sports fans?!! 
Allison S. Shulman 
1623 Juniper #61 
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THE UNIVERSITY SOCIETY FOR TECHNICAL 
COMMUNICATION will meet Feb. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Capitol Room of the Union. 
COMMODITY FUTURES^ome Reflections on the 
Chicago Board of Trade will be the topic of discussion at 
an Economics Colloqium on Feb. 10 at 12:30 p.m. in 351 
Education Bids. Drs. V. N. Krishman and Donald 
Sternitzke will be featured. 
JAMES LAUGHUNiounder of New Directions, will 
be at the University Feb. 1 and 2. On Feb. 1, he will read 
his poetry at 7:30 p.m. in the Commuter Center Lounge 
of Moseley Basement. On Feb. 2, he will will discuss 
Ezra Pound in South Hall at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by the 
Colloquia Committee of the English Department. 
PANHELLENIC SCHOLARSHIP DESSERTS will be 
held Feb. 16 at 5:30 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. For more information, call Judy Markel at 372- 
THE SIDEDOOR OF THE UNION will have Jazz 
night tonight from 8-11:00 p.m. Sir Real will perform. 
Admission is $1. 
THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT  PROGRAM  is 
Newsbriefs- 
conducting nightly financial aid workshops in tne 
residence halls. Tonight's meeting will be 6 to 7 p.m. in 
the Cubbyhole of Offenhauer Towers. Call Manny 
Vadillo at 372-2642 for more details. 
THE DEADLINE FOR ENTRY TO THE U AO PHO- 
TOGRAPHY contest is Mar. 2. Entries will be judged 
separately for instamatic and 35 mm pictures. The 
contest is open to everyone. Photos must be in black and 
white. Call the UAO office for more details. 
THOSE INTERESTED IN INTERVIEWING to be- 
come a peer counselor for the 1982-42 academic year 
should call the Well at 372-0302 between 1-4:00 p.m. 
Deadline for sign up is Feb. 3. 
THE FHtST MEETING of the Child-Life Club is 8 
p.m. Monday in the Home Economics Living Center. 
THE UNIVERSITY CHORALE AND UNIVERSTY 
Collegiates will perform their annual tribute to Broad- 
way musicals Sunday afternoon at 3:00 p.m. in Ko- 
backer Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. "Broadway 
Revisited" provides entertainment from "Camelot, 
"A Chorus Line," "Kiss Me Kate," and other prominent 
musicals. Admission is $1 for all seats. Proceeds will 
benefit the Chorale's tour to Europe in March. 
Committee awards humanities grants to seven state universities 
The Ohio Committee for Public Programs in the 
Humanities (OPH) awarded seven Ohio institutions $56,162 in grants for humanity programs for the adult 
public. 
The University was not among the seven institutions 
that were awarded, but the University has benefited in 
the past, Patrick Fitzgerald, director of Instructional 
Television (ITV) at channel 57 in Bowling Green, said. 
The topics of the projects approved range from 
musical connections between China and the West to the 
history of Northeast Ohio's clothing industry, OPH 
chairman, Richard Cheski said. 
OPH is a state funded program of the National 
Endowment for the Humanities that extends grants for 
audio-visual projects, forums, and conferences that 
SINCE THE Reagan administration cut the budget of 
the National Endowment drastically, the local commit- 
tees have to rely more heavily on private donations, 
committee member Ray Browne, said. 
Browne, chairman of the popular culture depart- 
ment, said the Ohio committee has been successful in 
finding donors. 
Studies Program offers prize for best writing on women's roles 
A prize of $100 will be given by the Women's Studies 
Program for the best undergraduate and graduate 
manuscript describing the lives, roles, achievements, 
and status of women, past or present. 
"Our main purposes for .the competition are to 
increase research and writing about women and to 
encourage excellence in research and writing," Dr. 
Susan Arpad, director of Women's Studies said. 
The competition, which will become an annual event, 
is financed through donations from university alumnae. 
The manuscripts should be non-fiction and can range 
from five to 35 typed pages and can take the form of an 
essay, research paper, critique, or philosophical argu- 
ment. 
The previously unpublished manuscripts must be 
submitted by April 1, 1982, to Women's Studies Prize, 
317 West Hall.  
and 10 percent from the state. 
Gates and flashers installed at the 
Wooster St. crossing in 1979 cost about 
$80,000, Hoffman said. Improvements 
made at Poe Rd., which were begun in 
1974, were paid for by about 5 percent 
of city funds and the remainder from 
the federal and state governments. 
"It took me two years to get the Poe 
Road project through, and the Woos- 
ter intersection took 18 months," he 
said. "Some of that may be due to the 
bureaucratic red tape you have to go 
through." 
IT TAKES about two years to go 
through the process of getting fund- 
ing, Steve l.ubetkin, senior media 
representative in the public affairs 
dept. of ConRail, said. 
This involves applying for funding, 
acquiring the equipment and making 
the installation, he added. 
In 1980 the city erected a continuous 
yellow flasher at the Clough Street 
crossing, but the signal is not auto- 
matic. 
"What that is is a standard advance 
warning signal with a light on it," 
Hoffman said. 
HOFFMAN SAID he has heard of 
complaints that persons using this 
crossing tend to ignore the signal 
after driving over the crossing fre- 
quently, but he added that he believes 
the flasher will be of some benefit. 
"I think they help people who are 
not familiar with the tact that there's 
a crossing there," he said. 
"It's better to do something then sit 
back here and do nothing," he added. 
While the city waits for federal 
funds, flashers such as the one at 
Clough Street are being installed at 
East Reed Street, Frazee Avenue, 
and Derby Avenue, Hoffman said. 
Each crossing will cost the city about 
$1,000, he added. 
IN 1980, the city appropriated $25,- 
650 for railroad crossing im- 
provement, and $500 of that money 
was disbursed. In 1981, $10,000 was 
requested. 
Colleen Smith, assistant city admin- 
istrator, said $6,260 was budgeted for 
improving the Lehman Avenue cross- 
ing, and $2,600 was budgeted for 
Wooster Street. But the cost of the 
installations were less then they an- 
ticipated, and only $6,689.91 was ex- 
pended tor both crossings in 1981. 
Most of the money was spent to im- 
prove the crossing surface at Lehman 
Avenue. 
She said this amounted to about 10 
Ercent of the actual cost of the instal- 
tions. 
Hoffman said installations of these 
safety signals are very expensive. 
"But frankly I don't see why they 
should be so expensive," he said. 
HE SAID $7.9 million has been 
allocated for improving railroad 
crossings in Ohio for 1982, and about 
$3 million will be provided for protec- 
tive signals. 
The rest of the money is used for 
grade separation, he said. This would 
involve putting the railroad and the 
highway on two different levels, such 
as a bridge over a railroad. 
Hoffman said about $100,000 comes 
from income tax each year for street 
repair. This year, the city will receive 
$137,000 from income taxes, he added. 
"We're looking at almost $300,000 
on Poe and Maine," he said. "Plus we 
have about 70 miles of street." 
Hoffman said several years ago he 
got the city council to pass a law 
allowing a piggy back tax, in which 
the additional money would be used 
for crossing improvement. But the 
law was voted down in referendum. 
Hoffman claimed if the community 
would have been willing to pay the 
extra tax, the city would have been 
able to put better signals at one cross- 
ing a year. 
Abortion from page 1 
ELOISE McKITRIC, a professor of 
family economics and consumer is- 
sues and faculty adviser to Students 
for Life, does not believe a woman 
must be pro-choice to be a feminist. 
She calls many women's approach 
towards abortion as a vital issue in 
the feminism movement "simplis- 
tic." 
"Abortion has implications far 
larger than the women s movement," 
McKitric said. 
Attacking the pro-choice argument 
that the fetus is not human because it 
cannot support its life independently, 
McKitric described all persons as 
dependent beings. 
SHE SAID THAT a four-year-old 
child is just as dependent upon its 
mo'.her as the fetus. 
"All life undergoes developmental 
changes, and humans are basically 
the same creatures at death as at 
conception," McKitric said. She noted 
the medical profession's continuing 
inability to determine the stage at 
which human life becomes self-sup- 
porting. 
"WHEN YOU MAKE the decision 
to destroy people, when does it stop?" 
McKitric asked, alluding to euthana- 
sia as "the next step" after abortion. 
She discounted pro-choice argu- 
ments of unwanted pregnancies and 
the possible abuse of unwanted chil- 
dren as reasons for abortion. Re- 
search does not support either 
argument, McKitric said. 
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BLACK SWAMP 
BOYS 
Friday & Saturday 
9:00 pm -1:00 am 
■&$ 1.00 cover 
Cocktail Hours 3-6 pm 
Pitcher Hours 7-9 pm 
(You Must Be Over 21 After 8 pm 
Ladies, Don't Miss the 
e 
o 
COSMETIC APPLICATION 
FOR 
BLACK WOMEN WORKSHOP 
Thursday, February 11, 7:30 - 9:00 pm 
Perry-Croghan Room - 3rd Floor Union 
Free & Open to all 
Sign up all next week in the UAO Office 
by Wed. Feb. 10 
WANTED: ESCORTS 
"*■"! 
Call Commuter 
Off 
Campus 
Organization 
372-0360 
9 
Dixie Electric Co. 
lac. 
An Entertainment Utility 
MOTHER, JUGS G SPEED/ 
LITTLE KINGS PARTY   ^,, 
FRIDAY, JANUARY 29TH °^ 
As you can tell from the name of 
this LITTLE KINGS PARTY, we will be 
featuring some diverse music styles. 
MOTHER, JUGS E SPEED are, 
short for Frank Zappa; the 
Mothers of Invention, Dolly Parton 
and the infamous REO SPEEDWAGON. 
Our-LITTLE KINGS Party,all happens 
this Friday at Northwest Ohio's only 
Entertainment   Utiliti 
% 
CELEBRATE L.I.F.E. 
at 
The Student Rec Center 
Feb. 5th, 6-10 pm 
L.I.F.E. is Games, Contests, Yoga 
Aerobics and Karate Demonstrations, 
And Fun For Everyone. 
Sign Up To Participate. 
Tournaments 
Ping Pong (Men's & Women's Singles) 
Horse Basketball (Single Elimination) 
Darts 
Blind Volleyball (Six To a Team) 
Sign Ups for Tournaments are 
Feb. 1-4 from 8am - 5 pm In 
SRC Office 
InnerTube Relays 
Cooper Pool 
Four Members To A Team 
Call 372-5812 To Sign Up Or 
Sign Up the Night Of The Event 
4 Tkc K Newt Jaaauy 2*. IW2 
Diversity part of Johnson's life 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
Diverse is the best word to describe Bruce Johnson, a 
trait that has helped him bring changes to the Universi- 
ty's student government. 
Not only has he moved the student body president's 
office down the hall in the Student Services building, but 
he also is the first president to work under a new 
constitution - a constitution that he helped develop. 
"My whole college experience has been fantastic," 
Johnson, a senior economics major, said. "If I had to 
write it myself, I'd write it just the way it is." 
Since he came to the University three and a half years 
ago, he has been involved with Inter-Fraternity Council 
and Student Court, for which he served as chief justice. 
Before becoming president of the student body he served 
as Academic Affairs Coordinator and a student represen- 
tative to the Faculty Senate and Academic Council. 
BUT LIFE BEFORE he came to Bowling Green was 
not always as sweet. 
He was born in Tripoli when his father was stationed in 
Greece, and moved back to the United States with his 
family when he waft young. 
After a brief stay at Wright Patterson Air Force Base 
in Dayton, his father retired from the Air Force and the 
family settled in Columbus. 
Johnson's father passed away when he was 13, and that 
incident was the beginning of a long road of continuing 
adjustments. 
"THAT WAS DEFINITELY the toughest period of my 
life," he said. "My dad was someone I had a very strong 
respect for." 
In a little less than a year's time, his mother remarried 
and the family moved to Bexley, a suburb of Columbus. 
Johnson described this as a rather upper-class commu- 
nity, a change from the middle class life he was used 
when his father was alive. 
Bexley High School was another problem. 
"I absolutely despised Bexley my first year," he said. 
''THIS WAS really kind of traumatic for me because I 
was making an adjustment," he said. "I lost a parent and 
I had a hard time adjusting to different surroundings." 
He said moving from a rather urban junior high school 
to a suburban high school was hard because most of the 
students had been schoolmates since grade school, and 
were not very open to newcomers. 
But he joined the tennis team and he said by his junior 
year high school was much more enjoyable. 
And the new family situation was also working out 
well. Although he learned a lot of discipline from his 
father, he also learned from his stepfather, a vice 
president for a Columbus furniture companv 
"My motivation to succeed comes a little bit 
from my stepfather," he said. 
When it came time to choose a college, Johnson said he 
wanted to go to a state institution "because I believe in 
public education." 
"And then when I came to this campus I liked it a lot 
and liked the surroundings," he said. 
He added he was also impressed by the friendliness of 
the people at the University. 
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Next Weekend, 
Cross Country Ski for 
FREE!! 
Celebrates LIFE with the 
Rec Center by presenting 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI CLINIC 
Friday Feb. 5* 
7-8 PM 
Life Room Rec Center 
Attend the clinic, and sign up then to ski 
SATURDAY FEB 6 
10:00 AM-12 (NOON) 
Equipment for two hours provided free! 
SKI THERE OR BE SQUARE! 
You must 
attend the clinic 
Friday to ski 
on Sat. 
In a Boston hospital 
a love affair ends, 
a new one begins, 
a Doctor battles 
his patient, 
and a man learns 
the true meaning 
of courage. 
Whose life is it anyway? 
Metro-GcWwyn-Mayer Presents A COONEY-SCHUTE PRODUCTION 
RICHARD DREYFUSS ■ JOHN CASSAVETES 
A John Badham Film 
"WHOSE UFE IS ITANYWAY7 
Starring CHRISTINE LAHTI BOB BALABAN  Ewcutive Producers MARTN C SCHUTE and RAY COONEY   Production Designed by GENE CALLAHAr^ 
Drector d Photography MARK) TOSl AS.C   Music by ARTHUR B RUBWSTEW Scieetiplay by BRIAN CLARK and REGJNALX) RC6E 
Based on the Stage Pay "WHOSE UFE IS IT ANYWAY?" by BRIAN CLARK    Produced by LAWRENCE P BACHMANN   Directed by JOHN BADHAM 
C <M3 Mf WXMUXimuMYSB HLM CO «W SIM ENTBHAMMCMT LID   MGM £\ " R MtTfUCTIO ■iSf     | Metrocolor' HHIII If (MM KttHFUTHlt I WWII M l»HT lUIMI MGM United Artists DMMuaai and MjAatwif 
NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU 
J 
Vi Price 
Clearance 
Suits 
Sport Coats 
Sweaters 
•Blazers, Slacks, 
• Sweaters and 
and much more!!! 
MB Va&u'0 Sluieeta 
The store with the extra touch 
On the 4 Corners in Downtown BG 
101 N. MAIN ST.   MON - SAT 10:00 - 5:00 
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City denies zoning 
Bar plans held back 
by Kyle Silvers 
News staff reporter 
An appeal was filed yesterday in 
Common Pleas Court, contesting an 
injunction against opening a bar at 
the corner of Seventh and High 
Streets. 
The appeal was filed at 12:30 p.m. 
by attorney M. Shad Hanna, rep- 
resenting Douglas Valentine, owner 
of the proposed 4-D's Club and Patio. 
Valentine had planned to open the 
tavern at the property, which he built 
and has owned since about 1971, he 
said. 
To open the tavern, Valentine ap- 
Slied for and received food and liquor 
censes, he said. 
BUT, HE WAS denied a zoning 
ordinance to open his establishment 
in the residential area by the city, 
which consequently filed a civil suit to 
permanently enjoin him from opening 
The original suit was filed July 1 by 
city attorney Patrick Crowley, rep- 
resenting zoning inspector Richard 
Ketzenbarger on behalf of the city of 
Bowling Green. 
The case was heard Dec. 29 by 
Judge Gale Williamson, who upheld 
the injunction. 
A second decision, which supported 
the first, was returned Jan. 13. 
"WE PLAN on appealing and we 
plan on winning it, Valentine said, 
adding that he has operated a pizza 
place, health food store, rental hall 
and health spa at the location in the 
Jiast, as well as giving scuba diving 
essons and selling equipment there. 
"We're going to stay with it," he 
said. "I do think it's a good location 
for it. It's just the idea of opening the 
doors and going." 
Crowley said that the injunction 
was filed because the area is zoned for 
strictly multi-family residential use, 
explaining that the decision means 
that Valentine "does not have the 
right to use that property as a restau- 
rant or tavern." 
"Even in an area where it would be 
possible to have a tavern or a restau- 
rant, you would have to have 60 park- 
ing spaces," he said, adding that 
there is limited room for parking at 
the tavern site. 
THE NEXT STEP will be for the 
case to be heard before the 6th Dis- 
trict Court of Appeals in Toledo, a 
three-judge panel that does not hear 
new evidence but reviews the case, 
Crowley said. 
The entire appeal process usually 
takes about eight months, he said. 
Crowley added that he will continue 
to represent the city and Hanna said 
he would continue as Valentine's de- 
fense attorney. 
Valentine added that the zoning 
laws being cited by the city are not 
applicable. 
"In 1975, the Court of Common 
Pleas in the city of Bowling Green 
Sroved that the zoning ordinance in 
le city of Bowling Green was illegal 
and passed as an emergency mea- 
sure, he said. "It basically drew a 
line -that said that any ordinances 
frior to that were completely void, 
t's not a politically popular decision 
to put a bar down there. There's got to 
be justice for the builders.'' 
Broken gas line causes fire 
CENTRALIA, Mo. (AP) - At least 75 
separate fires erupted along a broken 
gas maui in a central Missouri town of 
5,800 yesterday, forcing evacuation of 
schools, businesses and homes, au- 
thorities said. 
"We have fires all over town; no 
injuries. I don't have time to talk," a 
Centralia police dispatcher said when 
reached by telephone. 
Firefighting units from all sur- 
rounding towns were sent to Centralia 
after the fires were reported just 
before noon. 
Smoke could be seen from 30 miles 
away in Columbia. 
RESIDENTS WERE evacuated 
from their homes, and some went to 
the Faith Chapel in Centralia. Traffic 
into and out of the town was being 
blocked. 
Residents said that fluctuating nat- 
ural gas pressure had caused explo- 
sions in heating units. 
"Nobody has time to talk. There's 
two business north of me on fire and 
at least one south. The entire town is 
covered by smoke," said Carroll Bry- 
son, a Centralia lawyer. 
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Officer aims for state, student harmony 
by Scott Sleek 
News staff reporter 
During the months when the stu- 
dent government at the University 
was in disarray, when the acting 
officers were waiting for the time 
when they could welcome in a 
successor, one officer was still at 
work. 
Roger Weaver, a senior interper- 
sonarcommunication sales major, 
has been serving as State and Com- 
munity Affairs Coordinator since 
last spring quarter traveling to 
Columbus each week this quarter 
to meet with state legislators, as 
well as being involved in city af- 
fairs. 
Weaver said that during this 
time he has concentrated on cre- 
ating a strong rapport between 
students and the state and commu- 
nity. 
He said it is important that "stu- 
dent representation from BG is 
present not only at a city level but a 
state level when issues directly 
affect the University and the stu- 
dent body." 
UNDER THE new student body 
constitution, the president will se- 
lect, with the approval of the Gen- 
eral Assembly, the next State and 
Community Affairs Coordinator in 
the spring. 
Weaver said his current task is to 
lay the groundwork for the position 
and to bring back information to 
the student body. 
Weaver said a consistent attitude 
toward the job on the part of this 
successor is needed. 
"Once we establish a student 
who is interested in statewide is- 
sues, he will gain credibility, and 
the student body will gain credibil- 
ity, on statewide issues concerning 
students' opinions and so forth." he 
laid. 
TWO BILLS currently under con- 
sideration that directly affect stu- 
dents are the proposal to raise the 
legal drinking age and also a pro- 
posal that calls for two students to 
sit on the Board of Trustees at state 
universities, Weaver said. 
' He explained that in the past, 
students at Ohio State University 
have had the edge on students from 
other universities in the state legis- 
lature, simply because they are in 
Columbus. 
But at this weeks meeting, 
Weaver reported that a group of 40 
student government members at 
Kent State University attended the 
state legislature, carrying 500 let- 
ters from KSU students protesting 
proposed budget cuts. 
Weaver saicf he wants his succes- 
sor to collect information on the 
Erogress of these bills in the legis- 
iture and "trickle it down to the 
student body." 
DR. MICHAEL MOORE, liaison 
officer for legislative affairs at the 
University, agreed that continuity 
in the position is important. The 
problem with student input in the 
state legislature is turnover, he 
said. 
"There's a problem with trying 
to establish some kind of continu- 
ity," Moore said. 
He said the time and travel in- 
volved also interfere with student 
involvement with legislative af- 
fairs. 
"I think in order to be effective at 
a state level there has to be a 
continuing relationship built up 
between a student and state legis- 
lator," he said. 
"I THINK there is a legitimate 
role for students at this point." he 
said. "I for one would be happy to 
work with students so as to get the 
input." 
Lack of continuity also affects 
student input on the city level, 
Wendell Jones, professor of music 
and a former city councilman, 
said. 
"They can come here and it 
Sirobably takes them a year to get a 
eel for the ropes," he said. 
He also suggested that because 
persons on council do not know 
many students, student govern- 
ment could come up with a pool of 
persons who would be interested in 
serving on some of tha boards in 
town relevant to their interests 
"STUDENTS HAVE no input, 
nor does a citizen of this town have 
any input, if they don't speak up," 
Jones. 
Jones aid another problem is the 
labeling of persons as citizen and 
student. 
"I try not to think in terms of 
students or other people in town," 
he said. "And we Kind of slip into 
this thinking of students ana resi- 
dents, as if students weren't resi- 
dents." 
"Sometimes you think there's a 
wall, and it's not even there," he 
said. 
staff photo by Ron Hagler 
Roger Weaver, a senior interpersonal communications major, 
travels to Columbus every week as a State and Community Affairs 
Coordinator. Weaver states he Is trying to build a stonger bond 
between the state and Univeristy students. 
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concert 
Will go on sale starting 
Monday, February 1 
at the Union Box Office 
and All Finder's 
Records & Tapes In B.G. 
All Tickets are $6.50 
General Admission 
***************** 
FORD 
Can Offer You An Escort 
BUT 
THE ESCOR T SER VICE OFFERS 
YOU A MORE SECURE DEAL 
CALL 
COCO'S Escort Service 
at 372-0360 
Mon-Thurs 5:00pm- 12:00am. 
Cinema 1*2 J STADIUM PCAZA BOWLING GREEN W 3W 0765 
2ND 
BIG 
WEEK' 
A DYNAMITE MOVIE. A MYSTERY. A THRILLER. AN 
INTELLIGENTLY WOVEN PLOT. AND TWO DYNAMITE 
PERFORMANCES   BY TWO OF OUR BEST ACTORS. PAUL 
NEWMAN   AND SALLY FIELD   ONE OF THE BEST PICTURES 
OF   THE YEAR      -JOEL SIEGEL. ABC-TV 
EVE 7.30&9 45 PM SAT MAT 2 OO SUN.MAT.200&4.1 5 
" 'ABSENCE' COULD WELL BE 
THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR." 
PAUL    SALLY 
NEWMAN  FIELD 
I    \V>i»   I N I I H I'KISS 
f%% 
.Congratulations To: 
Diane Hovanec - Panhellenic President 
Allison Roth - Panhellenic Assistant 
to Second Vice President 
Karen Washbush - SGA Senator of Sororities 
Good Luck In Your New Offices! 
Your Alpha Phi Sisters Are Really 
Proud of You! 
A 
Get Lucky at 
Luckv Steer 
with our 
RIBEYE DINNER 
only $3.99 
Includes   Idaho Baked 
Potato and Salad Bar. 
Saturday Night Only 
4-9 p.m. 
17261. WooaUr 
I hi  HUM   hn- enrnv lu <■ 
GHOST 
STORY 
i t*o Novn vr rtnu ttiMjm\ 
A        ,5^V™   AT7:30 4 9:30PM 
DOUGLAS 
FAIRBANKS JR. 
JOHN SAT.MAT. 2:00 
HOUSEMAN SUN.MAT. 2:00 & 4:00 R 
1CLA»ZEL| 
3RD BIG WEEK! 
Mountain 
Family Robinson 
nmyturJyd 
rurfurrtrury... 
but not Urn 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
LITTLE SISSES 
Wants To Congratulate 
Their New Actives. 
Kim Snow Trent Hall 
Nancy Phillips Amy Waldman 
Vlcki Fettlg Linda Lowe 
Joanne Lock Shirley Bowling 
Jane Park Becky Stanley 
Josie Essig Tammy Aydlett 
LeeAnn Mlttenberg 
♦.JSJ 
1111! ■MB. 
352-6459 
*20galTank 
*29gal Tank 
*30gal Tank 
*40gal Tank 
*55gal Tank 
•Baby Mynah 
,   COME AND VISIT THE 
_  Bowling Green ZOO! 
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
17.99 *Canaries    39.99 
23.99 *Baby African Grey 499.99 
28.99 *Cocketiels Grev 499.99 Albino 69.99 
38.99 *Dusky Headed Conures 49.99 
71.99 * Just Arrived* Grey Check Parakeets 
299.99 (Hand tamed) 149.99 
The Phoenix Takes Flight! 
NW OHIO'S LARGEST 
Selection of Marine 
and Freshwater Fish 
« TW K Nm Jmary », l«2 
Administrators plan cost-saving measures to meet budget cuts 
by David Slrwerth 
News «taff reporter 
Given 14 cost-saving measures to 
start with, University administrators 
have begun the task of finding ways to 
weather the state's financiaTcriais. 
Interim President Dr. Michael Fer- 
rari, in his speech to the Faculty 
Senate Tuesday, noted that the date 
was the fourth anniversary of The 
Blizzard. But, he said, "The threat to 
the University in 1978 was less than 
what we currently face." 
Ferrari then announced 14 mea- 
sures that should account for as much 
as $2 million of the $3.1 million cut the 
University must inflict. The remain- 
der of the cut, he said, should be 
covered by an "inevitable" increase 
in student fees. 
But, until figures can be worked 
out, the amount of such an increase is just conjecture. 
FERRARI ALSO SAID a tax in- 
crease, to be proposed soon by Gov. 
James Rhodes, could lessen the se- 
verity of the necessary reductions. 
But, he said, Howard Collier, direc- 
tor of the Office of Budget and Man- 
agement, has assured state university' 
esidents that "there is no solution to 
the problem short of the cuts." 
In the face of the cuts - necessary to 
balance this fiscal year's budget, as 
required by state law - Ferrari listed 
several objectives to be followed 
through the end of the fiscal period. 
Included in the objectives are: 
• To support the University's pri- 
mary goals in instruction, research 
and public service, with instructional 
programs and direct instructional 
support services receiving the highest 
priority. 
• TO HONOR contractual employ- 
ment obligations with faculty and 
contract staff and minimize the lay- 
offs of personnel. 
• Ferrari acknowledged faculty con- 
cern over the future of their jobs. But 
he assured the Senate that salary 
increases approved by the Board of 
Trustees in November will be hon- 
ored. 
"It's been done ... The contracts 
have been made," he said. "It's be- 
hind us and not even worth talking 
about" 
Ferrari added that tenure and pro- 
motion decisions are "unrelated to 
the University's financial situation." 
But, despite the pledged objective, 
Ferrari announced that full-time re- 
placements for the remainder of this 
year and all of next year will require 
his approval. Other replacements will 
require the approval of the acting 
provost or area vice president. 
And, he said, temporary renewal 
and non-tenured positions may be in jeopardy next year. 
• TO HONOR fellowship, schol- 
arship and grant commitments to 
current students. 
But, Ferrari said, no new 
fellowships will be awarded for the 
remainder of the year. 
• To adhere to all equal opportunity 
and affirmative action policies and 
regulations. 
• To accelerate fund-raising and 
grant activities with alumni and oth- 
ers in attracting external funding for 
selected priorities. 
"We must consider additional ways 
to attract external funding," Ferrari 
said. 
With an interest greater than in the 
past because of the semester conver- 
sion, Ferrari said it would not be 
realistic to consider eliminating sum- 
mer school. But, he said, summer 
school budgeting will have to be re- 
duced by 16.3 percent, the reduction 
figure for the 1982-83 school year. 
Ferrari hinted that the University 
may wander away from its enroll- 
ment objectives, set to meet Board of 
Regents requirements. The Univer- 
sity will have to find a suitable posi- 
tion between the fines per student for 
violation of the enrollment limit and 
revenue from the excess number of 
students, he said. 
BECAUSE OF THE crisis, Ferrari 
said he had hoped Regents Chancellor 
Edward Moulton would sympathize 
and reduce the penalties. But, after 
meeting with Moulton, Ferrari said, 
"There's no thought on the Chan- 
cellor's part to lower the penalty." 
Another method of handling the 
crisis could be to move revenues from 
the general fee payments to instruc- 
tional fees. Dr. Richard Eakin, vice 
provost for planning and budgeting, 
said Wednesday. 
While acknowledging the possibilty, 
Eakin added that the suggestion is 
only one of the many options the 
University must consider. 
If implemented, students would pay 
the same amounts but the money 
would be earmarked differently. Most 
of the money taken from the general 
fee payment would come out of the 
student services/auxiliary program 
budgets, he said. 
These five areas - intercollegiate 
athletics, the University union pro- 
grams, Student Recreation Center 
programs, University health service 
and Ice Arena programs - currently 
account for $63.95 of the $106 general 
fee. 
Eakin said administrators, deans, 
department heads and others will be 
meeting in the next few weeks to 
figure out the figures and appropriate 
actions. 
Student. Irom page 1 
Sell and Ultravox. 
"Most of the rock I've heard is just head-baneing music," Livesey 
says. "I usually tell them they can 
have their bleedin' rock." 
The exchange program is very 
valuable experience, and a bles- 
sing to the large number of British 
students who want to come to the 
United States, Livesey says. But 
the program is in danger of being 
eliminated due to the University's 
conversion to the semester system. 
"IT WILL really be a shame if 
they end the program." she says. 
"So many of us in England want to 
come here to the States. A lot of 
Sople come over here to New York 
: a tour or something, but very 
few of us get to travel around the 
country. This is great fun." 
Traveling to another country 
would cause homesickness in most 
people, but Livesey says the 
Friends she has made in the U.S. 
have kept her too busy to be home- 
sick. Her mother phones her each 
live the best of both worlds. 
"When my mom phoned last 
time, she asked me if I was home- 
sick, Livesey says. "I told her 
that I hoped she wouldn't be disap- 
pointed, but I wasn't homesick at 
all. I love it here." 
Kappa Sigma Congratulates 
It's New Brothers! 
• Tom Usher 
• Ralph Lunt 
• Bill Renz 
• Randy Shutt 
• Tim Hollern 
• Jack Screptock 
• Mark Markley 
• Tim Krimm 
• Ron Liszka 
• Bill Katsaros 
Brian Swope 
University Village arid 
University Court 8 
Apartments 
(Located at the corner of Clough and 
Mercer streets 1 block south of campus). 
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments 
within walking distance to shopping, 
campus activities and movie theatres. 
Student rental applications for '82-83 school 
vear will be accepted starting Feb. 1,1982. 
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water. 
Rental applications may be obtained at 
Amherst Village Apartments,  (Rental Office) 
1520 Clough St.     3520164 
Office Hours: 9-5 
and Students For Political 
Awareness 
Present: 
ABORTION: THE ISSUES 
PARTI 
ABORTION: Freedom of 
Choice and Its Limitations 
WED. FEB. 3 
7:30 PM 
220 MATH-SCIENCE 
Guest Lecturer: 
AnnO'Donnell, RN 
Co-sponsored with 
BGSU STUDENTS FOR LIFE 
PART 2 
ABORTION: The Clinical 
and Legal Aspects 
MON. FEB. 8 
7:30 PM 
220 MATH-SCIENCE 
Guest Lecturers: 
Mary D'Anniballe, RSDSN 
Ruth Finkelstein, MS 
from Case Western Reserve 
Free and open to the Public. 
2 For 
1 Pizza 
MONDAY 
Monday, 5 to 7 only at Eaat and South, buy one 
pizza and get one free. Not valid with any other 
coupons. (Sorry, no delivery. Pick up or eat-In 
only.) 
Pagliais East Delivers 
Free 11a.m.- closing 
PaglioJ's 
EAST SOUTH 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
045 S. Main 
352-7571 
■»»■ ■»»■ ■»«■ 
Forest Apartments 
853 Napoleon Road 
$405- 
$425 
per 
month 
Pendleton Management 
853 Napoleon Rd.   Apt. #5 
Bowling Green OH 
352-6167   352-6985 
■#«> -»«- 
DO YOG LIKE 
YOUR 
ROCK- HOT? 
Monday Night 
ROCK NIGHT 
ANY 
MONDAY 
$ ]5/$30REMTE 
On your College Ring 
?SnieSstens'   Rebate offered ^ FEB. 1st thru 6th   Only 
530 E. WOOSTER 
353-7732 
Help Support These 
Teams 
In Tipover for Hemophilia: 
Theta Chi 
1st Old Kohl   Delta Zeta 
Kappa Delta    3rd New Kohl 
Sunday January 31st 6:00 pm 
Actual Competition starts at 8:30 
Activities Center: Rec Center 
Sponsored by 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St.-Rentol Office 
J?~*Jj %. CL^^JJJ„hk Sr. 
Phone 352-9378 
9:00 - 4:30 Mon - Frirjov 
Apartment Complexes 
Haven House 
Piedmont - 6th S High-St. 
Birchwood Place - 650 Sixth St. 
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St. 
707 Sixth St. 
Small Bldgs.    Manvllle between 6th C 7th St. 
Features: 
2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat * air conditioning - gat cooking 
(Landlord pay* gas) 
Laundry area* in each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lot* of closet space 
,,/,bo
*      Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to Health Spa. A new 
facility which has been bujlt in 1981 & lectures (he following: 
Hydro Spa Whirlpool it Indoor Heated Pool * Metos Sauna 
it Sun Lamps it Shpwer Massage it Complete Exercise 
Facilities and Equipment 
Other rentals 
Houses. effeaenciesrM bdrm. 
 Furnished & Unfurnished 
Tk.BCNrw.Ja I»,1W1 
Olsen and three others elected to Hall of Fame 
CANTON, Ohio (AP) - Merlin Ol- 
sen, former Los Angeles Rams' de- 
fensive tackle and now a television 
celebrity, has been elected to the Pro 
Football Hall of Fame in his first year 
of eligiblity. 
Two-way performer George Musso 
and defensive end Doug Atkins, both 
from the Chicago Bears, and line- 
backer Sam Huff of the New York 
Giants and Washington Redskins will join Olsen in the 1982 enshrinement 
class. 
Their selections by a 29-man media 
committee will increase to 114 the 
'number of immortals in the game's 
shrine at Canton. Olsen became eligi- 
ble this year after serving the manda- 
tory five-year waiting period after his 
retirement. 
The quartet will be inducted into the 
Hall of Fame Saturday, Aug. 7, in 
ceremonies before the first 1982 exhi- 
bition. It will match the Baltimore 
Colts against the Minnesota Vikings. 
Olsen serves as a pro football color 
analyst as well as the star of the 
Father Murphy series, both on NBC- 
TV, following a brilliant career in the 
National Football League. 
The 6-foot-5, 270-pound Utah State 
Ail-American, a native of Logan, 
Utah, played as the Rams' left de- 
fensive tackle for IS years. He played 
in the Pro Bowl in all but one of his 
years from 1962 through 1976. He was 
the 1962 NFL Rookie of the Year and 
1964 NFL Player of the Year, the 
latter award from the Philadelphia 
Maxwell Club. 
OLSEN BECOMES the second 
member of the Rams' Fearsome 
Foursome defensive line of the 1960s 
to reach the hall. David "Deacon" 
Jones, who played left end next to 
Olson, was enshrined two years ago. 
The selections of Musso and Atkins 
push the Bears' total to 20 who have 
been enshrined, including the fran- 
chise's founder and long-time coach, 
George Halas. 
In the 12 seasons Musso played as a 
two-way lineman between 1933 and 
1944, the Bears won seven divisional 
titles and reigned as NFL champions 
four times. The 6-2, 270-pound Milli- 
ken University product's perfor- 
mances epitomized the powerful line 
play of the Chicago team's success. 
Musso, from Collinsville, 111., had 
the distinction of playing against two 
future United States Presidents. 
When Milliken whipped Eureka 45-6 
in 1929, a 175-pound guard named 
Ronald "Dutch" Reagan lined up 
against Musso. In the 1935 College All- 
Star game, a center from Michigan. 
Gerald Ford, went against the Bears 
standout. 
Musso, a $90-a-game tackle when he 
started his pro career, was a 60-min- 
ute performer, like most of the play- 
ers of his time. He won All-NFI. 
honors at both tackle and guard and 
then waited 37 years to learn of his 
Hall of Fame selection. 
ATKINS, at the time of his 1969 
retirement, had played longer than 
any full-time NFL regular with a 
career of 17 seasons and 205 games. 
The 6-8, 275-pound Tennessee prod- 
uct played two years with the Cleve- 
land Browns before he blossomed 
with the Bears for 12 seasons. He was 
traded to New Orleans in 1987 and 
played with the Saints until he retired. 
Atkins, a Humboldt, Tenn., native, 
was an all-sports star at Tennessee, 
going to the Volunteers on a basket- 
ball scholarship. He was good enough 
to play some pro basketball upon 
graduation. He also high jumped in 
track, but his No. 1 sport was football, 
where he was an All-American. 
He helped the Bears win their last 
NFL title in 1963, a 14-0 decision over 
the Giants. He also was voted the 
Outstanding Lineman award in the 
1959 Pro Bowl. 
Huff, a West Virginia All-American, 
developed a reputation as a hard-hit- 
ting middle linebacker, first with the 
Giants for eight seasons through 1963 
and then with the Redskins for his last 
four pro years. 
The 6-foot-l Huff, who played at 230 
pounds, becomes the sixth Giants' 
flayer of his era to reach the Hall of 
ame. Preceding him were team- 
mates Roosevelt Brown, Frank Gif- 
ford, Andy Robustelli, Y.A. Tittle and 
Emlen Tunnell. 
Huff played in six NFL 
championship games with the Giants 
and five Pro Bowls, all but one of 
them with the New York team. 
Mini-MAC to provide test for BG tankers Sports briefs 
by Keith Walther 
News staff reporter 
Bowling Green's men's swim team 
will put its perfect record on the line 
as the Falcons compete in the Mini- 
MAC this weekend at Central Michi- 
gan. 
The Falcons, riding the crest of a 3-0 
dual meet record, will get their stiff- 
est test thus far, as they swim against 
Central Michigan, Western Michigan, 
and defending Mid-American Confer- 
ence champ Eastern Michigan. The 
two-day event, according to BG coach 
Ron Zwieriein, is a prelude to the 
more prestigious MAC 
championships that will take place for 
the men March 5-7 at Cooper Pool. 
"The Mini-MAC is a good indication 
in mid-season how you'll do in the 
conference championships in 
March," Zwieriein said. "Yet, you 
Classifieds 
can win it (the Mini-MAC), and still 
not do well in the championships." 
Zwieriein said that he feels that 
Eastern Michigan will be the team to 
beat this weekend, because of the 
Hurons' "personnel and depth". . 
"On paper, Eastern appears to 
have the key people," he said, "and 
there's no doubt they have an excel- 
lent chance to win. Being the defend- 
ing champion in the conference, I 
expect them to do well." 
WITH THE TEAM'S early success 
in mind, Zwieriein said he is not 
ruling out the possibility that his men just may come away with the Mini- 
MAC title. 
"We should be right in there with a 
first or second (finish)," Zwieriein 
said. "If we come away with a first 
place that would be great and I'd be 
very pleased, but you have to be 
realistic also. Their times (EMU's) 
are better than ours. That's just a 
simple fact." 
Zwieriein admits he would be sur- 
prised if the team takes it all, but he 
also said that anything can happen, 
especially considering the im- 
provement the Falcon tankers have 
shown over the past weeks. 
"We have to keep faith," Zwieriein 
explained. "We're learning from the 
mistakes we do make, and we're 
swimming consistently well. And I 
know thai we haven't peaked yet. I 
really am pleased with the team's 
effort and now we can begin to project 
how the guys will be swimming at the 
end of the year. 
"There is a lot that can happen in 
meets like the Mini-MAC. We'll just 
put our best people in their best 
events and score as much as possible. 
If they put their best in their best 
events, well, we'll see what happens." 
MEANWHILE, BG's confidence is 
at its zenith after defeating Mid- 
American Conference rivals Western 
Michigan, Northern Illinois, and To- 
ledo consecutively, according Falcon 
freestyler Matt Lenhart. 
"We're really looking forward to 
this weekend," Lenhart said. "It'll be 
stiff competition with a lot of good 
swimmers, so we'll get to see where 
we stand with the rest of the confer- 
ence. Everyone will be up for it." 
For Lenhart, the Falcons' top 
sprinter, the weekend's competition 
adds a special flavor to the meet. 
"Personally, it's by far the most 
important meet for me because East- 
ern has two real good freestylers," 
the junior said. "And sure, as a whole 
Eastern are the favorites, but we're 
not going to give up- we'll give it all 
we've got." 
Bowling Green's women's gymnas- 
tics team will participate in a very 
important quad match, this Sunday, 
at Indiana University. BG will face 
three Big Ten schools, including the 
host Hoosiers. Iowa, and Michigan 
State. 
According to BG coach Chuck Simp- 
son, all three teams are "strong"and 
that "it will give us some good experi- 
ence." The Falcons will take a 5-1 
record into the match. 
Bowling Green's wrestling team 
will travel to Mt. Pleasant, Mich., for 
a quad match with host Central Michi- 
gan, Northern Michigan and Grand 
Valley, today and Saturday. The Fal- 
cons will be putting their 4-1 dual 
match record on the line. 
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Jim Garrett, 
who has been running back coach for 
the Cleveland Browns for the past 
four years, was named Wednesday as 
the National Football League team's 
research and development director. 
Garrett will be responsible for com- 
film, computer and scouting 
.. _i of Browns' opponents. He also 
__ be involved with game plans and 
trades and "serve as a type of mon- 
itor of our overall approach and phi- 
losophy," Coach Sam Rutigliano said. 
Garrett, 51, began his NFL career 
in 1966 when he joined BLESTO, a 
scouting combine. He joined the Dal- 
las Cowboys as a scout in 1968 and two 
Sears later became a member of the 
lew York Giants staff, where he 
stayed for four years. 
He returned to the Cowboys in 1974 
and later became head coach of the 
World Football League's Houston 
Texans. Following the demise of the 
WFL, Garrett worked under former 
Coach Hank Stram with the New 
Orleans  Saints. 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
flood Morrwnq Jan   29   1962 
LOST AND FOUND 
FounOKayiaiQ m Iron! ol Main Sc*nce 
WonWy and 1*1 yom» C**666S';    at** 
SO"  
Found MAT. » Walcr- 
Bromlamj ArM 
Cal3r!476l   
Found OntPAwotrujfdeofUAClw-AMovAf 
rmm ORftmm P»aac ~M 3S2 *\12 
Found   On* Ml ol Aaya SM    JAP   23 at 
NE Common! CAH 3'2 2381  
LOST GOLD I O BRACELET ENGRAVED 
MART   IN THE VICINITY Of DMO S 
IIED JAN   lA CALL KATIE 35? 8366 
LOST   LADIES TIMEX WATCTl ON SOUTH 
COLLEOE    PLEASE   CALL   BETH   353 
4951  
LOAI: Sun. Nov. IS. MAA'A ooU-tona 
Oracalat' ki oi on ground! ol Dwnbor or 
Founders. CAH Gayla 2-551* OroAl sonll- 
nwntAl fAlUA. SUBSTANTIAL REWARD 
SERVICES OFFEREO 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
»00 A M   ■  10 00 PM 
l-»no-4Jt-Mlt 
TUCKER TYPING orolAAACrvA raaaona 
DM. lua-tana typing AOTVICA Nancy 352 
0609 
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU 
MYA on your nowoil Ftho 
Cra poailion1 I Know your* Qoatg 10 do A 
OUOATIOB  Gooq ai<- 
G£T    READY    FOR    TO 
-m *± 
NIGHTS JOCK PART* L£Tb Gt' 
CROCKED IN A JOCK ALPHA 'AIJ S 
Alpha Pn. Bowlers Good (Ob Jane HeusieM 
Dunne Movsnec Susan Clark Sharon K*v 
in and Sue Martinson -n the Gemm* Phi 
Bets Tourtttfnen!1 CongratuMI-ons on gel 
ting ?>econ<, place' Love you* Staters 
ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO AIO ATO 
Go Curlers 
ATQ ATO ATO ATQ A1Q ATQ ATO ATQ 
B€RT yog ie IOO WACKY & Ion 4 I must tel 
you the. mate s no one l a rather nave io« 
my 0>g snV Xi Love Ke* 
BETA Ul SIS LET S GET PSYCHED FOR 
THE S1STERHOOO AND TEA CONGRAT 
ULATONS   TO   THE    NEW   NEOPHYTES 
TOO  
Betr.50ngfatuiat.ons op your new position _ 
aa Set-Mo> a*-Leroe   i'»        TOO OOOO' 
Love your OG Sulors 
Bern Morn We aa wish you ma beat of luck 
on your intense siudyng We II be glad to 
•ntatfuot   you   anytime   and   SUOPO*I   you 
always Love   The Gammers 
Big Sue i if_n* you re the best   Get pay- 
chad tor tha rest ol the Quarter it a be great 
and remember data party is tutt around the 
corner   XI love L. i Bel"  
BH.L-CONGRATS   ON   GOING   ACTIVE1 
FREEZE  
Brothers ol Sigma Cm- Just wanted 10 let all 
ol you that you guys are the best' Gal 
psyched lor a wud hme at formal tfw 
weekend' Thanks lor everything trus past 
year-it sura has been fun1 Love Jeanne 
Catch the CelHornla FeverlM 0*. your 
leant pressed lor only 11.00 el Jeene-N- 
Trwngi    531   Ndge   Si    Hurry,   this  offer 
expires Feb W  
Cherrywood Health SPA B36 High Si Pr> 
352 9378 New Hours Mon thru Fn 9 
am 10pm Sal Ham -4pm Sun 
t • 4 p m New Locebon New Ownership 
New    Management     Guaranteed    Mem 
Denha 
"CHILD LIFE CLUB' A new organization 
dealing wrth the concerns ol hospitalized 
childran and Ihetr families: meeting Mon- 
day. February 1st. 8 00 p.m.-Family Living 
Center-Home Ec   Biog   Open lo all inter- 
•d . rrdenta 
■**- 
SPECIAL SUMMER 
RATES 
(furnished 2 bedroom) 
•HAVEN HOUSE    •PIEDMONT 
only $500.00 for the      only $400.00 for the 
entire summer entire summer 
Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms 
CALL 352-9378 
Rental Office Located At The 
New Cherrywood Health Spa 
•a*- ■•*»■ 
CONGRATS TO MY TWO LI I HONEY 
BUNNIES LITTLE AND WHOOPEE 
SCHlTT' XXOO THE HOUEST OF THE 
FAMILY  
CONGRATULATIOhlS BEN JONES AND 
TAMMY JENNINGS ON YOUR EN 
GAGEMENT' BEST WISHES FOR A 
HAPPY FUTURE TOGETHER   ALL OUR 
LOVE   YOUR UTTLE SISTERS  
DEAR "LOVE WAVE" AHA MUFFY 
HLWEB: warm-up the love machine, put 
up the rfWrara, hanej the boat)*, put on 
■he satin sheets and I'll see ya al 500 
•MOM" AHA BOSS.X0X0  
DEBl GRUBER-IM SO EXCITED YOU Rt 
MY BIG THANKS FOR A FUN HUNT ANO 
ALL THE KNOTS' Kl LOVE    YOUR UTTLE 
DANA  
Delta Zelas Tnanka lor me wfc) i-me test 
mght-We knew you guys would iwe to gel 
E-D at ine M-A-S-H 
Alpr.,1 l.,<,;  
Dens' The Ph. Mus cant wad lo cetebraie 
Our cornpos'le vctory wUh you1       
Dinah. Good luck on your interview at 
OSU-Get psyched'-l know you can do It**' 
Love. JO.  
EILEEN THAYER—IM SO HAPPY YOU 
ARE MY LITTLE SIS I HOPE *OU EN 
JOYEO YOUR HUNT AS MUCH AS I LIKED 
SENDING VOU ON IT   LOVE   vOUR BIG 
DANA  
ESCORTS NEEOED 
Pa*COCO of.ee 372-0360 
FOR VaUWT»*'» DAY 
MAKE SOMEONE HA*PV 
SEND A SINGING TELEOP.AH 
SIGN UP FEB   IS. 8. 10.11 UNIV  HALL. 9- 
4:44   SPONSORED BY PUSSA.     
MAKE TMEM WORSE1 HELP KAPPA 
SIGMA SUPPORT WOOD LANE SCHOOLS 
BY ENTERING THE GROCERY RAFFLE' 
1ST PLACE S12S 00 (INCLUDES BOOZE"i 
DRAWING FEB. ItTH  
Joan Aoacela and Sue Xinakas congratula- 
tions on being elected V P Fral Ed and 
Assistant Fral Ed We know you H mane a 
graat Mam ' Good Luc- The Alpna Gars 
John. It's Friday Here's to you" I love 
yOUr? JO.    -■ 
Grandma Happy 20th Birthday You re the 
Baal room*' Love always Milci. P S Be 
reedylodnnk  
Happy 23r0 Birthday 
Cathy A.thrxm 
taw, yew roommates Deb * Pam 
••in never be the same after 
tonight' Cause the GAMMA PHI'S data 
party win be out ol sight! Whal celebrities 
will Show"? Only with lime will *. ►no-' 
HOME BAKED COOKIES 
PEANUT BUTTER A CHOC CHIP 
AVAILABLE IN FALCON'S NEST 
HUNGER PAINS? DOES STICKER SHOCK 
MAKE    THEM    WORSE'    HELP    KAPPA 
SIGMA SUPPORT WOOD LANE SCHOOLS 
BY ENTERING THE GROCERY RAFFLE' 
1ST PLACE f 125.00 (INCLUDES BOOZE'1) 
DRAWING FEB   ISTH. 
HUNGER PAINS' DOES STICKER SHOCK 
JOHN TOMPSON-HAPPY BIRTHDAY1 
YOU RE NOW A SCORE OLD" HOPE 
YOUR OAY IS GREAT AS SOON AS I GET 
SOME FREE TIME WE LL HAVE TO CEuE 
BRATE       LOTS    OF     LOVE      CAROLYN 
PRINCE  
KAPPA SIGMA WOULO LIKE TO CON 
GHATUt.ATF DON LAA*"FOR BECOMING 
SECRETARY OF IF C AND ANDY HARRI 
SON FOR BEING ELECTED TO THE JUDI 
ClAL BOARD'  
Kappa S-ga-The Alpha Phis are psyched lo 
PARTY w\h yoo tofHghl"1"  
KILLER BS-THANKS FOR VOUR FINE 
EFFORTS LAST WEEK VS SIGMA CHI S 
WE ALL NEEDED A GOOD LAUGH" AL 
PHA TAU S 
Laura Venn ConeyatUahons Roomie1 You * 
De a great 2nd Vce Presidenl1 Love Jufcr- 
USA UPPITT^;ONGftATULATlONS ON 
YOUR ENGAGEMENT I WISH YOU THE 
BEST   IN   THE   FUTURE      LOVE      -OUR 
UTTLE   OANA  
LOVIN-GOOO-TIMES AT THE MOMA 
CHI SWEETHEART FOIMAAL.  
MARGIE P.. this month was like gold tor 
you. First you make WHO'S WHO IN 
AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSI- 
TIES and now SGA Vice Presl-You da- 
serve ihem both* We're so proud ol you' 
Lave, your OAMMA PHI SISTERS. 
Man Mstone' Cc«o/atuianons on bemg 
elected isl Vce-President of Panher we 
knew you would do ■■' Love   your PN Mu 
Sutlers  
Mark Slrmac: We hope you have an 
aicellenl birthday, you deserve the best' 
We love ya, Sandy and Carol.—. Ha Ha 
MEG BROWN Today «the begmatg of 22 
and your wene fnend a) wish-jg you The 
BEST of many years to come along with lots 
Ol tuck and lurv Enjoy1 Love ya JULES 
MJM Happy 20th l hope that weekend 
solves your problem formal a not In oh 
Have a great hme end be a lun person Love 
ya Bom 
Nancy Myers, it took me a»Mt to figure out 
my clues but rt was well worth it when I 
found out my b»g a* was you' XI love ktHe 
Juke  
PHI OELT BROTHERS-CONGRATULA 
TIONS BRETT MARK. ANO MIKE ON 
VOUR I F C ELECTIONS SPECIAL 
THANKS TO THOSE WHO SUPPORTED 
MY   AFFiUATION    THE  FUTURE   LOOKS 
GREAT' LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL 
Phi   Mu   Phis1   Inspirahon   week   was   as 
Special to us as it was lo you   We tn-nx 
you re great' Love you Pn. Mu 
PM Ml QUOTE OF THE WEEK-'A DAY 
WITHOUT SUNSHINE IS LIKE NIOHT."-S. 
LAWRENCE DENTZER.  
REGGAE MUSIC EVERY SATURDAY AF- 
TERNOON. 12:00 • 3:00 P.M. ON WBGU- 
FM, III ON YOUR DIAL  
SEND A SINGING TELEGRAM 
TO VOUR VALENTINEfS) 
SIGN UP FEB. 105. Ml.1t, UNIV. HALL. 
M.4a. ttomomo T PM»A.  
Show  us  your  spmt  Swbs    Lori    Dryden 
Amy. Mole   Kjtny. Pitts Pane and Boma 
Congrats and love The Alpna Gams 
SPORTO OUCK SHOES   f 21 *0 AT STU 
DENT BOOK EXCHANGE   530 B VVOOS 
TER  
Susan-Ware so proud lo have another 
Panhel Eiec member Congrats" Love your 
Sisters  
Thanks Dan lor the best 21st B day i couk) 
have asked lot   Luv Path  
Thanks lo everyone who supported me and 
helped me with my SGA campaign Specie! 
manks to my Chi Omega sisters Beth 
Eatnberger my advisor and Lisa Rce my 
campaign arhsl ' I couldnt have done it 
without you1—Penny Ne-Or*g  
Thanks 10 Slept.   Teresa my roorreas and 
Ihe brothers ot Tneta Chi lor making my 
bcthday so graai Thanns Pen. 
The Alpha Gams would l*e to congratuiale 
tne new officers ol both Panhel and I F C 
Good LUCK"  
THE ARRANGEMENT IS PROUD TO AN' 
NOUNCE THAT CkVOY SMITH ANO LISA 
SHUFEUDT FORMERLY OF ROMANS 
HAIR DESIGNER   ARE  NOW TAKING AP 
PQINTMENTS AT 352-41QI  
THE ARRANGEMENT IS PROUD TO AN 
NOUNCE THAT AMY RANKIN FORMERLY 
OF   MACYS   HAIR IN    IS  NOW   TAKING 
APPOINTMENTS 352 4101  
The sisters ol OAMMA PHI than*. ME. 
Sue ■ . and all Ihe other sisters who 
worked on Ihe Bowling Town. Case 
Stacking Conlesl, and Beer Blast lor all 
their H«we and work! 
TOMORROW NIGHT AT THE NATIONAL 
GUARO ARMORY COME MEET YOUR 
CRUSH DATE. A GOOD TIME IS GUAR- 
ANTEEP.  
TO OUR COOK LINDA-THANKS FOR 
THE GREAT WEEK OF FOREIGN DIN- 
NEKS' THE FOOD WAS TERRIFIC. AND 
WE REALLY APPRECIATED IT. YOU'RE 
THE NUMBER ONE COOK ON CAMPUS' 
LOVE. THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA 
Ptt.  
To the Svjma Chis- Thanks tor a super time 
Saturday rwjni' Getting Locked In w*h 
you was a great cure tor our cab*, fever' 
i  LesM? 062 2443 
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRT & 
Low cost-Fast delivery 
 Cell Tim 351-7011  
WAY TO GO GAMMA PHIS!-e staters 
chosen lout ol 45 chosen) lo WHO'S WHO 
IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVER- 
SITIES-tt shows your house Is strong as 
ever1 CongratulatlonB go lo: Diana Gar- 
dene. Lisa Gravett.. Mary Ellen levee. 
Mergle PoMpchuck. Chats Stride-   and 
Nrkfci Vasconi'  
WE NEED YOU 
TO BE AN ESCORT 
CALLCOCO   OFFICE  372 0360 
WHO IS THE  1BB2   SIGMA  CHI  SWEET- 
HEARTT  
VANCV though the months wave spent 
together have bean few they ve been the 
best A l m looking forward to the ones 
ahead PS Happy 2lsl Im not gonna 
bend over Love Popcorn 
ZBT LITTLE SISTERS CCINGftATULATE 
LYNN ANO RICK ON THEIR PRE-EN 
GAGEMENT WE RE SO HAPPY FOR YOU 
BOTH'  
Warned    1   F    rmte    needed  tor   spr    off 
S2P2 50qtr Fifth Street 352 3121 
1   ana or 2 F   rmtes   needed spr   qtr 
St OS mo ptusutu CM 352-2028 even 
i F rmte wanted now or lor spr qtr Close 
to campus SB8 mo   plus ease CaH Sandy 
354-1537 
HELP WANTED 
WANTED 
F rmte tor apt spr Qtr Cheap rent Close 
lo campus   CM Debbie   352 3971 atle- 
5 00  
F student needed to M house near cam- 
pus Leeeee *■ accept reasonable rent 
Olfer Ph 352-7365    
Helpt F rmte. i 
Cheep-Close lo cempus 
CaH -m-SahMV 
HELP' Need i F rmle lor apt spr qtr 
S?70qtr Uhi txl eicept e*ec CaH Afccwj 
K-m   Vat 352 0646  
NEED 1 F RMTE FOR SPR QTR ONLY 
INEXPENSIVE FOR DETAILS CALL 352 
6062  
To share moe house   Male 
352-1460 evon-nge 
MijBsjjMM 
WANTED: J FS TO SUBtS. A *#ERSON 
APT. FOR SPR. QTR. CAMPUS MANOR 
APTaV-RIOHT   ACROSS FROM CAMPUS 
CALL MS-SOPS.  
WANTED 2 F RMTES FOR 82 83 
SCHOOL YR BIRCHWOOO PLACE ON 
6TH ST St00-MO CALL SOON' SUE 
AND JUDY 372 4289 
Wanted 1 F rmte wtr 1 spr qtrs Brand 
new rum   apt    1   bat from campus   Can 
JOSS IN ALASKA! IMO-2000 monthly* All 
fields - Perks. Ilsherte*. all industry snd 
more1 1012 errtptoyer listings, intorma- 
tion guide. S4.95 Atesco. P.O. Boa SOI52. 
Sunnytel*   CA 940B8 
Male or Female   immarfeate Openings for 
Host or Hostess Cat 419 334 8607   Aa* 
lor Jean  
SLkWMER CAMP COUNSELORS Over 
rughl guts camp m NY's AoVondack Mts 
has openings for counselor miructofs m 
tenn* waterfront (WSI sawng skang 
smtf crafts i atNetics gymnastics arts 
creth. paOneemg muec photo drama 
dance general counselors Intormation 
evsatspkt ■ Placement Othce of wnle 
Andrew Rosen Po-nl OPnes Camp. 221 
Harvard Ave Swarthmore PA 19081 
FOR SALE 
For sale 1976 Ford EMe excel cond 
black beautiful car AC AM-FM stereo 
AT PS PB S2100QTBO 352 3726 
Pwneer SA 5800   25 W Arnpaher   SB5 
E.ce*e»l condition 352  '863  
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Leva Regional Computer Cantor has lor 
Sato by sealed bids an IBM Correcting 
Seksctnc » typewriter arc—ant condrtion 
SN 2532682 '0 S 12 D«ch 13 inch 
Send bid marked TypewrWar Bad to 
25B75 N D-i-e Hwy Perryaburg OH 
43551 Dy noon Fatjruary 12 1962 The 
Cenlet reserves the nght to reject any and 
Mb-ds  
Personalized red sai-n heart-shaped pa- 
lows—3 sues avMabls Monkey sock does 
Ired heart eyes or m school cokvsi Will 
dekver Phona 869 3672 
FOR RENT 
Aapartments and House*. 
FM 4 Summaf Rentals 
Near Campus 352 7365 ^^_ 
Apt tor sublease wtr S spr qtrs Brand 
new furnished   ' bdrm   1 be. from campus 
CM evsrwi.pt 352 2443 ^^ 
Campus Manor Now Renting lor summer 
and tM school year   Special summer rates 
AC 362-930.? or 362  7 365 everunga 
FALL LEASES B24 S->th St ? bdrm   futy 
fumeihed   A C   acts   Only %*?0 mo   (9- 
month lease)   HEAT   WATER. INCLUDED' 
CM 352 4966 after 4 pm  
For lubkme dunng spr   qtr   New apt   1 
bdnri for 2-3 people CM 3521230 
Fum studnapts lorgrad students onry for 
March A June rental Lampkght Court Aprs 
352 7245  
HELP! NOD S PEOPLE TO SUBLS. 2- 
BDRM APT , SPR. S SUM. QTRS. 2-BLKS. 
FROM CAMPUS PLEASE HELP WE'RE 
GRADUATING. CALL SS4-1771 EVE- 
MJNOB.  
MMermta needed to subkaese Si00'mo 
2 cats   to campus   Doug   364 1460 or 
Pave 352 0204 or 352 6616 alter 6 pm 
MUST SCC Room w, nc-uee for F only 1 2 
b» from campus Avatf spr akto s**nmer 
qs-s Renl NegofMble' CM Jon. 362-16B9 
Near ursvarMy 521 E Marry 2 bdrm 
turn apts Tenant pays orsy electricity 9 
mo lease John Newtove     elEslate352 
6553  
Nlee apartmaM lev rani now. EiceWent 
lecawen. CaH CMhy at SSS-73SI.  
NOW LEASING 1982-1963 School yeer 
Boggs Real Estate 303 1 2 S Mam 352- 
9457 or 352 3841  
SHARE A FURNISHED APARTMENT 
Need studious, male student 
to share Urge clean   i bdrm 
fum apt Close to campus 
Caa* evenings 352 7146  
T>ejRSTlN MANOR APTS AIR CONO 
FULLY CARPETED CABLE VISION. EFFI 
CIENCY LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW 
LEASING   FOR   SUMMER S   FALL    461 
THURSTINAVE   352 5435  
Unrverstfy Vaage Apts Large 2 bdrm quwt 
adult Irving' Near campus Heel Furr-sned 
Aieaabta now CM 382-0164  
2 bdrm fum apts 83i 7th St Tenant pays 
only ekKtncfty   9 mo   leeee   CM John 
Newtove Reel Estate   352 6553  
2 bdrm turn apt tor FM 1982 Call 352 
2663   7QS Seventh St  
2 Mrm part turn apt - baauMul ok) 
house Gas f-epssce S250pkjauM Avaa 
Fob i   1'2 :>&, >   *'., 
1M2-1N3 RENTAL 
NOW SIGNING LEASES 
NEWLOVE REAITY 
334 South Met* 
312-1183 
if AHUM 
^ 
Cinema i^t . PIAU OKEN 
**<"&  
ssas^^s:«» ,,'&»isu^~> 
y I* a "~*- 
w 
IM7: New York Cit I 
waUtrd rn»*lmum security 
prison. Breaking out la 
ImpoMlbla.  Breaking In 
la Intaoa. KURT RuS8£LL 
jomammmirs LEE VAN CLEEF 
H 
imWYORK 
A REVEA1XW COMEDY 
ABOUT REACHWO 
.THE TOP BY WAV OF 
THI BOTTOM      •      g] 
[SoM 
XRYAM bTtEAL/ 
JACKWARDETI' 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green 
Phone:352-1195 
SPECIAL RATES 
ON FALL LEASES, 1982 
furnished or unfurnished 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250 
Furnished; $270 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished; $225 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265 
. Furnished; $285 
Landlord Pays Gas Heat 
Resident Pays Electric Lights 
Efficiencies: 
Unfurnished; $200 
Furnished;    $225 
Landlord Pays All Utilities 
• Laundry facilities available   •' Gas heat 
,      e Swimming pool   • Party room 
e Game room    e Sauna 
Alr>*damtsAr«QiwitaxJTr»,PrivS«««   Of A MwribajraMp To Trv. Cr»vrywood HtWthSp* 
2 for 1 
this Monday, 4-9 p.m 
  Coupon  
Our 2 For 1 Coupon Specials: 
Chopped Sirloin Dinner 
Buy 1 f Get 1 Free 
with this coupon 
Regular price for 1 dinner - $3.59 
Dinner includes Idaho Baked Potato and all the 
salad you care to eat. 
This coupon Good Monday, February 1, only. 4 - 9 p.m. 
IIVK Newi JMMTJ M, ltU 
Sports 
Newbern"shooting BG to the top 
staff photo by Oil* Omorl 
BG senior co-captaln Marcus Nawbam ayaa a loot* ball In action 
from an aarllar contaat In Andareon Arena. 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor 
Bowling Green basketball star Marcus Newbern recently twisted bis right 
ankle. Two games later Newbern was asked if, since he was left-handed and 
often jumped off his right foot, it wouldn't have been better if the other ankle 
had been injured instead. 
"I don't know," BG's senior co-captain replied with a grin. "I like to jump off 
both ankles." 
Falcon basketball fans have known that for four years. Newbern, who is 
listed at 6-foot-2 but actually is closer to Moot, has a reputation for leaping. 
His forte in the past has been to penetrate into the lane, disappear among 
often taller opponents for an instant, and then spring up out of the crowd for a 
layup. 
Despite shooting 47 percent as a freshman and 49 percent his next two 
seasons, Newbern's outside shooting has often been erratic. Even though 
Newbern averaged 12.6 points per game last year and 13.0 as a sophomore, 
opponents rarely showed him the respect that good outside shooters earn. 
HOURS AND hours of hard work and thousands and thousands of baskets 
later, Newbern has earned that respect. Sure, he still twists into the lane and 
leaps for layups, but now he also consistently makes the 18-foot jumper. 
'It started about two years ago, going into his sophomore year," BG 
assistant coach Charlie Parker said. "I got with him and we developed a 
calendar where he would mark down how many shots he took, how many he 
made, where he took them from. I thought he shot well his sophomore year; 
I'm not sure if he laid off the shooting the following summer or not, but I 
thought his shooting went down a little bit last season." 
Newbern apparently thought so too. This past summer, he shot as many as 
800 baskets a day, never fewer than 300, and all from the perimeter. He also 
used brooms, chairs and even an old door on occasion to partially block his 
view of the basket and simulate defenders. 
"He would drag broom handles, chairs onto the court or just have a couple 
guys come to the gym with him to work on his shooting," Parker said. "He put 
Forth the effort to make himself a better shooter, but that's Marcus. If you 
would tell him to work eight hours to be a good student, he would work eight 
hours. He's the same way in life as he is in basketball. 
"ITS EASY to tell a kid to be in the gym at 4 p.m. tomorrow because the 
coach will be there to watch him, but no one ever looked over Marcus' 
shoulder," BG head coach John Weinert said. "It's amazing to have someone 
with his desire and drive." 
The results of Newbern's dedication are obvious. This season, he not only is 
making 51 percent of his field goal attempts and averaging over 19 points per 
game, hut he also is one of the team's better defensive players and an effective 
offensive rebounder. 
"To have a complete game, you have to be consistent on defense, too. If you 
believe you can stop someone or that you can break a zone, you'll do It," 
Newbern said. "There's really no method to it. I Just hustle." 
' With his 25-point effort against Ball State, Wednesday night, Newbern moved 
into tenth place on BG's all-time career scoring list with 1,249 points. In that 
sense, he is still playing in the shadow of former Falcon star Joe Faine, who 
graduated last year with 1,409 points, good for seventh place on the all-time 
fist. 
LAST YEAR, Faine was the leader, the star, and above all -the shooter, but 
this season it is Newbern who fills those roles. If Newbern continues scoring at 
his present pace, he will soon be completely out of Faine's shadow and basking 
in the sun. 
"I worked on a lot of phases of my game this summer," Newbern said. "I 
knew teams would probably try to zone us with Joe gone, so I knew I had to 
work on my shooting. 
"I'm pretty much at the point now where I want to be. I can drive if I get the 
opening; if they lay off, I can hit the outside shot. I put a lot of time in this past 
summer." 
When the Falcons, 11-6 overall and 5-2 in the Mid-American Conference, 
travel to Oxford for a MAC game against Miami (6-11 3-4), tomorrow, 
Newbern will try to lead his team to just its second win over the Redskins in the 
last 12 meetings. BG has not won in MU's Millett Hall in eight years. 
"I guess in the past we haven't had that killer instinct against them. I can 
recall my freshman year when we were up 15 or 16 points with about two 
minutes left and they came back to beat us," Newbern said. "I don't really 
know what it is, but I know we're looking forward to beating them down there 
this year." 
NEWBERN, a reserved individual, is much the same person he was when he 
came to the University from Toledo Scott high school four years ago. Yet, he is 
now more of a leader. 
"Marcus is a motivater. He knows how to say the right things at the right 
times," Parker said. "He's still kind of quiet; he picks and chooses what he 
wants to say and when he should say it. But when he does say something, the 
other players know they should listen." 
"I just try to keep everybody together and let everybody know what's going 
on when we're on the court," Newbern says. 
The court is a familiar place for Newbern, who takes pride in the fact that he 
has worked hard to get where he is. 
"I just feel like this is my last go-around. Just like every athlete going into 
his last year, I want it to be my best," he said. "I've been looking at all these 
teams...and if we win the (MAC) tournament, I feel that we've got a good 
chance of bumping off a couple of those highly-ranked teams (in the NCAA 
tournament)." 
Coming from someone else's lips, that might sound a little absurd. But 
Marcus Newbern has a habit of making believers out of everyone. 
Nichols seeks 300th victory tomorrow Prosecutor savs otherwise 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The dean of the 
Mid-American Conference basketball 
coaches, Toledo's Bobby Nichols, 
faces an important game tomorrow at 
Northern Illinois - and not only be- 
cause he's looking for his 300th career 
victory. 
The Rockets and host Huskies, both 
with 3-4 records, can ill afford another 
defeat as the league race reaches the 
midway stage. Eastern Michigan and 
Bowling Green are riding ui first 
place with 5-2 starts, two games 
ahead of UT and NIU. 
Nichols, 51, Toledo's coach for 17 
seasons, collected his 299th triumph 
Wednesday night when the Rockets 
thumped Kent State, 96-75, for their 
third successive league victory. 
In other MAC games tomorrow, 
Eastern Michigan plays at Ball State 
(4-3), Bowling Green is at Miami (3- 
4), Ohio University (4-3) travels to 
Kent State (3-4) and Central Michigan 
(2-5) is at Western Michigan (3-4). 
BALL STATE, the pre-season title 
favorite, and Ohio dropped from a 
share of the league lead with Wednes- 
day night losses. The Cardinals fell to 
Bowling Green, 79-70, while the Bob- 
cats lost in the final seconds to West- 
ern Michigan, 49-47. 
Eastern Michigan kept pace with 
Bowling Green by turning back host 
Northern Illinois, 62-57, and Miami 
rolled over Central Michigan, 83-69, in 
the other conference contests 
Wednesday night. 
Nichols never has experienced a 
losing season at Toledo and has won 
five MAC championships. 
He started this season 19th on the 
list of winningest active coaches in 
Lambert denies ducking subpoena 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Professional 
football player Jack Lambert has 
been unfairly accused of ducking a 
subpoena to testify in a murder trial, 
an agent for Lambert said Wednes- 
day. 
"Jack Lambert would cooperate 
any time with any law enforcement 
agency," said Ken Weinberger, an 
agent for the Pittsburgh Steeler line- 
backer. 
"The problem is he was never 
served a subpoena, and the media and 
the prosecutor have villified Jack and 
persecuted him in the press for not 
cooperating, when in reality, Jack 
Lambert's testimony would be irrele- 
vant," Weinberger added. 
Lambert was in Hawaii preparing 
for the National Football League Pro 
Bowl as testimony began Tuesday in 
the trial of William Prosdocimo, 29, 
charged with criminal homicide in the 
Sept. 24, 1979 shooting death of 
Thomas Sacco, 30. 
A prosecutor said Tuesday Lambert 
had shirked his civic duty by failing to 
testify. 
"In my opinion', a murder case is 
more important than an all-star 
game, ana it's very evident to me that 
Mr. Lambert has deliberately ignored 
his duty as a citizen," James B. Lees 
Jr., assistant district attorney for 
Allegheny County, told the Pittsburgh 
Press. 
The prosecution wanted Lambert to 
testify about his involvement in a 
May, 1979, barroom fight that report- 
edly led to a falling out between the 
defendant and the victim. 
BG icers face Wolves 
in another key series 
by Tracy Collins 
managing editor 
It will be a matchup of the highest 
scoring team in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association against the 
league s lowest scoring team when 
Bowling Green and Michigan square 
off this weekend in a home-and-away 
series. The two teams will play to- 
night in Ann Arbor, and will travel to 
BG for the completion of the series 
tomorrow night. 
The Falcons have turned their 120 
goals scored into a 14-5-1 record, good 
enough for first place in the CCHA. 
BG is 16-9-1 overall, and ranked fourth 
in the nation. 
While the Wolverines have scored 
only 57 times this season, they have 
allowed just 55 goals en route to a 9-6-4 
league mark, good for fourth place in 
the league. Michigan is 13-7-5 overall. 
The Wolverines have been led by 
the goaltending of senior Peter Ma- 
son, who leads the league with a 2.54 
Soals-against average, and freshman 
on Elliot, who is third in the league 
with a 2.93 goals-against. Those aver- 
ages reflect a very strong defense, BG 
coach Jerry York said. 
"They really emphasize defense," 
York said. "They have four senior 
defensemen who are very good play- 
ers, so it will be a tough series. 
IT WOULD take a very fine de- 
fensive unit to halt the Falcons if they 
repeat the scoring output exhibited 
last weekend against Notre Dame. 
BG scored 16 goals in the two con- 
tests, losing 94) in overtime before 
coming back to take an 8-7 overtime |win. 
"We're happy with the number of 
goals we have been scoring," York 
said. "We're gonna score a lot of 
goals, but we nope to not ajlow as 
many as we did against Notre Dame. 
They've got some very strong young 
players on offense. 
"We have to make sure that we 
don't rely too much on (Brian) Hill's 
line. They will be playing them really 
close, so the other lines will have to 
help out." 
That line has accounted for half of 
BG's goals in the last 10 games. 
York said he is pleased with the line 
of Dan Kane, Perry Braun and Dave 
O'Brian, which has provided a most of 
the support recently to Hill's line due 
to the injuries plaguing BG's other 
two lines. Tim Hack will probably be 
back on a regular shift this weekend, 
as he battles hack from a knee injury. 
York has struggled with his combi- 
nations on the lines since the recent 
injury to George Roll, who had tea- 
CCHA STANDINGS 
Taom (Ovocoll llocord) Won Loal     lied 
BOWUMO OMIN (14-*-1) 14 S         1 
Mkhloon Slot. (16-7-3) 14 6         1 
Michigan loch (164-2) 13 7           1 
Mkhlgon (13-7-5) • 6         4 
'•TII Stoto (13-10-]) 10 i         3 
Northom Michigan (13-13-0) 10 10        0 
lok. Suawlor (14 10 3) • 10        3 
Notr. Dome. (13-11-3) • 10        3 
Mloml(lJ-l3-l) 6 II         1 
Ohio Slat. (».I4.1) 9 14        1 
Womm Michigan (a-lj-l) 5 14        1 
med with Nick Bandescu and Andre 
Latreille to form BG's top defensive 
line. York used both Kim Collins and 
Chris Guertin in place of Roll against 
Notre Dame, but the line still gave up 
five goals. 
YORK SAID be is not certain who 
will play on that line against Michi- 
gan, or who will play with Collins on 
BG's fourth line. Hack will fill one 
position, and Guertin, Dave Rander- 
son and Scott Mader will battle for the 
other two slots. 
FALCON NOTES: Defenseman 
Mike Pikul is still out with a groin 
pull, and it is not certain when he will 
be back in the lineup.. .Roll was said to 
be skating well in practice, and he 
may not be out of service as long as 
expected, York said.. .Last season, the 
two teams split their only series. 
by Al Fucha 
Falcon center Dan Kana takoa a high chaek from an unldantltlod Farrla Stata dalanaaman In action from BQ'i 10-4 victory over 
tha Bulldog, aarllar this saaaon at the lea Arana. 
